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To reach younger audiences , brands  and retailers  mus t utilize platforms ' new social and live commerce capabilities . Image credit: Pinteres t

 
By NORA HOWE

NEW YORK Ecommerce is getting a facelift with the emergence of a highly effective, more engaging category: social
and live shopping.

While livestream shopping, or live commerce, originated in China, it has recently infiltrated the Western market at an
alarmingly fast pace. During a session at Luxury Daily's digital Luxury FirstLook 2022 conference, social commerce
executives shared insight on how brands can effectively utilize platforms to reach highly engaged, digitally-savvy
consumers, from shoppable content to choosing the right ambassadors.

"Consumer shopping habits have drastically changed over the past two years, and consumers are increasingly
turning to online platforms to inspire their next purchase," said Alexandra Nikolajev, senior lead of creator content
and partnership marketing at Pinterest, Los Angeles.

"They are becoming more personal, so as a shopping platform, we have made significant investments over these
years towards creating more personal, engaging and inspiring online shopping experiences for our users," she said.
"It's  no longer just about the purchase, but rather the moments leading up to that purchase."

This session was moderated by Mickey Alam Khan, editor in chief of Luxury Daily.

State of social commerce
Driven by Gen Z and millennial shoppers, the $492 billion social commerce industry is expected to reach $1.2
trillion in the next three years, indicating a crucial opportunity for brands and retailers.

In March 2016, Alibaba's Taobao launched the trial of its  livestreaming platforms, and by 2018, the category became
more competitive when short-form video platforms Douyin and Kuaishou entered the market.

By 2020, China reported more than $162 billion in livestreaming ecommerce sales, with 617 million people having
watched livestreaming shopping events (see story).
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Taobao Live, Alibaba's  live shopping app, offers  a multitude of options  within a lives tream. Image credit: Fashionbi

"Last year alone, China reported more than $435 billion in live shopping sales," said Vincent Yang, cofounder and
CEO of Firework. "People are selling houses using livestreams even Tesla was using live commerce to sell cars.

"A simple image or video is no longer representative of an experience," he said. "This requires live stream
environments to actually show products or services so consumers may ask questions."

Having proven greatly successful in Asian markets, social and live shopping has made its way into North America
and EMEA.

Media platformssuch as Instagram, T ikTok and Pinterest quickly adjusted their technological infrastructures to
enable this new category of live commerce.

Just two months ago, Pinterest introduced Pinterest TV, a series of live and shoppable shows featuring the platform's
creators. Pinterest TV episodes will be refreshed daily, Monday through Friday, but are recorded so that Pinterest
users may view them on-demand at any time (see story).

"Pinterest TV started as an idea to help our audiences and our creators connect to easily teach their passions," Ms.
Nikolajev said. "What we saw, though, was an audience that was so highly engaged the idea evolved into shoppable
content.

"One of our star creators, [Olympic diver] Tom Daley, saw a 4,000 percent increase in followers after one episode
on Pinterest TV," she said. "This format is really skewing high with Gen Z users they are commenting, reacting and
staying on the stream longer than any other audience."

Notably popular among Gen Z, video sharing platform TikTok also launched a new suite of shopping tools,
including Live Shopping which will allow brands to engage with users in real-time through livestreaming (see story).

TikTok launched TikTok Shopping in October 2021. Image credit: T ikTok

"It's  fair to say that live commerce could be considered the QVC 2.0," Mr. Yang said. "However, the ways in which
Gen Z and millennials consume content is fundamentally different from how their parents might."

As Gen Z is the primary audience in this emerging sector, it is  important for brands to consider how their products
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and messaging are resonating with these authentic, value-oriented consumers.

Authentic endorsement
With new formats for marketing and selling products come new forms of communication. Old-school advertising
and high-brow celebrity endorsements do not necessarily work with younger audiences in fact, they reject this type
of messaging entirely.

"These consumers can quickly discern what seems real and what is not," Mr. Yang said. "A brand hires a celebrity to
promote a product Gen Z will say, no this is fake.'

"They prefer authentic connection," he said. "They want human connections."

Celebrity spokespeople are not connecting with younger audiences the way they may have in the past, so, now,
celebrities and influencers are being hired as creative directors or helping with product development.

For instance, American supermodel and influencer Kendall Jenner was named the new creative director of online
retailer Forward, stylized as FWRD, in a push to build its audience and reach younger consumers. In her position,
Ms. Jenner heads the look and feel of the website, curation of the brands sold, monthly edits of must-have
trends/looks, brand partnerships and more (see story).

"We are seeing brands trying to find that organic connection with a celebrity by bringing them into the fold through
the design and planning stages," Pinterest's Ms. Nikolajev said. "Ultimately, this can help authenticate a brand's voice
and help connect with this younger audience."
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